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O 
vee the past two decades. a 
considerable amount of re
search on conceptual or tac

tical-based approaches to games teach
ing has been published in the physical 
education literature. Evolv;ng prima
rily from the Games for Understand
ing Model proposed by Bunker and 
Thorpe (1982), and in response to criti
cisms about traditional or technique
based approaches to teaching games, 
this research has provided games 
teachers with excellent resources for 
addressing tactical awareuess and de
cisiou-making in games classes. 

However, in order to take advan
tage of these resources and deal with 
the many challenges involved in teach
ing games effectively, teachers them
selves should understand basic team
game tactics and strategy (Asquith, 
1989; Griffin, Mitehell, & Oslin, 2000). 
This is particularly true with respect 
to the most complex of all game 
forms-c-invasive team games such as 
basketball, soccer, hockey, rugby, la
crosse, and ultimate. 

Having taught undergraduate pre
service physical education classes for 
over 20 years, this author has come to 
believe that many physical educators 
have an insufficient understanding of 
the fundamental concepts needed to 
teach the cognitive aspect of team
game play. This view has been sup
poned by others (Brooker, Kirk, 
Braiuka, & Bransgrove, 2000; Buder, 
1996; Spackman, 1983). 

The purpose of this article is to 
provide an example of a framework 
of generic knowledge, desigued for 
teachers, that describes and explains 
the foundational tactical aspects of 
invasive team-game play. 

A Generic Perspective
of Invasive Team Games 
Invasive team games share many char
acteristics (Grehaigne & Godbout, 

Opposite: Soccer, hockey, aridbasketball all 
haveoneoffensivepurpose: to put the game 
object into the goal. Krlowing the strategic 
and tactical lmpllcationsof such common
alities can enhance the teaching ofinvesive 
teamgames. 

1995; Hopper, 1998; Spackman, 1983; 
Werner. 1989). The first step in sim
plifying the tactical aspects of invasive 
games is to recognize and understand 
those similarit..ies. For example, scor
ing in all invasive games requires a 
game object to be sent into a goal 
(basketball, hockey, soccer) or carried 
or passed across a line (football, rugby, 
ultimate). Furthermore, all invasive 
games involve the movement of play
ers and a game object in a rectangu
lar-shaped playing area. This common 
shape leads to common movement 
patterns by players using space in or
der to score and, at the same time, 
blocking or protecting space in order 
LO prevent scoring. Since both teams 
share the same space, they employ 
similar tactics and strategies for influ
encing the actions and movements of 
each other. 

These similarities make it possible 
to identify and describe the generic 
objectives, principles, Dr themes that 
govern play, and the tactical decisions 
that can be applied 10 all invasive team 
games. Approaching invasive games 
from a generic perspective simpli
fies their complexity. It also provides 
teachers with the knowledge needed 
to teach the basic strategy of any inva
sive game in the physical education 
curriculum and, most importantly, 
gives teachers a more global under
standiug of how games are played. 

Game Language 
and Communication 
In spite of the many similarities III 

invasive team games, there is great 
variation in the language that is used 
to describe both the events and the 
participants in different games. For 
example, movement of the game ob
ject towards the goal might be de
scribed as a through pass, a forward 
pass, Dr a penetrating pass. Movement 
of the game object back towards a 
team's defeudlng goal might be classi
fied as a back, negative, support, or 
depth pass. "Checking" in one sport is 
"tackling" in another. Much of the 
ambiguity in games discourse is readily 
understandable to individuals who 
have had extensive game experiences. 

However, individuals who are unfa
miliar with team-game terminology 
may-simplybecause of vocabulaejc.; 

be hindered in their ability to develop 
an understanding of team-game play. 

The terminology of the framework 
incorporates terms that other authors 
have used in their research (Almond, 
1986; Grehaigne & Godbout, 1995, 
1997; Hopper, 1998; Rink, 1998; 
Spackman, 1983; Worthington, 1980). 
Because a standardized language de
scribing generic game concepts does 
not exist, teachers will need 10 de
velop or choose terminology that they 
understand and that best suits their 
teaching situation. 

Contents of the Framework 
As illustrated in table l, this frame
work consists of fnur interconnected 
modules representing different stra
tegic and tact..ical aspects of play iu 
invasive team games. The four mod
ules ace: 

I. Participants and Their Roles (the 
players and their responsibilities) 

2. Objectives (what attacking and 
defending teams are trying to achieve) 

3. Action Principles (general guide
lines for teams in attack and defense) 

4. Action Optious (the choices that 
are available to players in making 
game decisious) 

To the knowledgeable games edu
cator, the content of the model ap
pears obvious, simple, and some
what intuitive. However, it is precisely 
these simple, intuitive concepts and 
terms that ace most often presumed 
and thus overlooked when preparing 
games educators. 

The model takes into account the 
dual uarure of im....asive games, in which 
teams must attack and defend. Also, 
each of the four modules in the frame
work builds upon the preceding 
module and thereby becomes more 
complex, thus providing a logical se
quence for teaching team-game con
cepts. Although the four modules are 
interrelated, each can be taught as a 
separate entity. 

The coutent of the model covers 
that aspect of invasive game play that 
is often called "procedural knowl-
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edge't-c-the knowledge required to 
recognize and wive game problems, 
to make decisions, to anticipate play, 
and LO execute appropriate tactics 
(Thomas, 1994). For teachers LO dem
onstrate the procedural knowledge 
problems facing a defender in a two

on-one situation, for example, they 
must be able to define and recognize 
this tactical siruation, understand the 
objectives of the attack and the de
fense, know defensive concepts snch 
as ball-side and goal-side positioning, 
and be aware of the decisions avail
able co the attackers. 

Module 1: PartIcipants 
and Their Roles 
Different invasive games have differ
ent numbers of players whose post
rions are identified by a variety of la
bels. Teachers who lack a background 
in games may think that, in order to 

teach invasive games well, they must 
know and understand all of the posi
tions in many different games. How
ever, the positions that players occupy 
are largely determined by the roles 
they play. In reality, throughom the 

course of any game, regardless of the 
number of participants or the specific 
game, players assume only {our differ
ent roles (table 1). 

The player in possession of the game 
object can be identified by the ge
neric term "on-ball attacker. ,.All other 
players on the attack team, regardless 
of their number, can be identified by 
the term "off-ball attackers." On the 
team not in possession of the game 
object. there should always be one 
player who is attempting co influence 
the player with the object. This role 
can be labelled the "on-ball defender." 
All other players on the nonpossession 
team can be categorized as "off-ball 
defenders. ~ These four generic terms 
are abbreviated in the framework as 
AI, Ax, Dl, and Dx respectively. 

The use of these terms clarifies and 
simplifies the roles of players in inva
sive garnes, thereby helping teachers 
to understand those roles better. 
Thus, in order to determine any play
er's position and tactical responsi
bilities in field hockey, rugby, soccer, 
lacrosse, basketball, or handball, the 
teacher needs only to understand 

which of the four roles a player is 
in at anyone time. Because players 
in invasive games spend a relatively 
large amount of time in off-ball roles, 
it is especially important for games 
teachers to understand attacking and 
defending options for players in off
ball roles. 

Module 2: The Objectives 
of Invasive Team Games 
The ultimate offensive objective is to 
score point'> or goals. The defensive 
objective is to prevem point'> or goals. 
AJthough players in different invasive 
games may use different techniques 
and abide by different rules to meet 
game objectives, the objectives are con
stant regardless of the game, The 15 
players on a rugby team, for exam
ple, pass. kick, and run with the ball 
in order to reach their opponents' 
goal-line. They can be stopped by 
their opponenr.s by direct physical 
contact, as can the five skaters on an 
ice hockey team who pMS and skate 
with the puck in order ro move it for
ward. In spite of these rule differences, 
the ultimate game objectives are the 
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same in these and all other invasive 
team games. 

Module 3: Action Principles 
-Action principles" are the nnderly
ing guidelines for all tactics and strat
egies in invasive team games. Regard
less of the game, adherence to these 
principles will largely determine a 
team '5 success. Although rules, tech
niques, and the number of players on 
a team vary among games, the action 
principles do not. As suggested by the 
labels used to identity the action prin
ciples, teams fulfill these principles 
primarily b)' moving themselves and 
the game object inco specific areas of 
space. Teachers who understand these 
principles of attack and defense will 
have a good foundation in basic strat
egy and an understanding of the im
portauce of crea ting, using, and block
ing space in invasive team g"4mes. 

ActionPrinciples ofAttack.This model 
has four generic action principles of 
attack (table 2): 

• Mobility: movement of the game 
object and all offensive team players 

• Advancement: the nse of for
ward space 

• Width: the nse of lateral space 
• Offensive depth: the use of space 

behind the ball-carrier. 
More simply put, in order to retain 

possession of the game object and 
meet the objectives of attack, teams 
position players ahead of, beside, and 
behind the player with the game ob
ject and move all players continuously 
in order to ensure that these areas are 
filled. Figure I illustrates the position
ing of attack players (A) fulfilling the 
principles of attack. Generally speak
ing, the more mobility, advancement, 
width, and depth that teams have in 
attack, the harder it is for opposing 
teams to defend against them. 

At/IOn Principles of Defense. Defen
sive play is also guided by four action 
principles: engagement, defensive 
depth, contraction, and expansion 
(table 3). Each of these principles is 

designed to regain possession of the 
game object, prevent scoring, or slow 
down the opponent's attempt to move 
forward. Successfnl defensive play de
pends primarily on basic defensive 
positioning. Thus, in applying all of 
the defensive principles, players must 
occupy areas that are between their 
opponents and the goal. The term 
"goal-side" is commonly used to de
scribe this concept. In figure 1, <II! 
defenders (D) are in goal-side posi
tions. A closer look at these principles 
will clarify them: 

• Engagement: generally speaking, 
in invasive games it is sound defensive 
strategy to counter the actions of, or 
"engage," (he player in possession of 
the game object. In games such as 
basketball, handball, field hockey, or 
ultimate, where direct pbvsical con
tact is nor per-mined, the defender 
engaging the ball carrier may try to 

force the player w-ith the ball to move 
in a specific direction by blocking cer
tain areas or may rrv to regain passer 

";:!eschifJgAet;vities 
'" "AI=- 01&<oOOU attacker 
b-;"':o/r·ball attackers 

;5?:ei;:p";ili:8;,rreeJ,~;players eoee the bean bag to 
t'Yi\".·otber while moving randomly. 

'::'''';i;~ab6ve,butafter each p&8B, the passer must 
"~,.<i:#i~to a different space(forward, back, 

,,_,_- ,--,t't\~<~ayB);;restriet AI's mobility. 

_E~l1~ move from one end of the plsying 
-'""'~ ': ""-to;tp:~_oth~;th~ bean bag cannot be 

.. ~t'"lje"rec.eiVer is ahead of At. 
~~pea; before a scoring 

I _ ,',:'~ptcan be: made, at least one forward peaa 
-~',,·~-b{fm.ade; restricl AI's mobility.

,'" ", 

- WIdth	 ,'it:'~t~rsand , ";:1.: IJairs; players move side-to-side in the playing 
(I.ftteio81 or~soppor~Y_'- ~e ObjectparaJ.lel to area, using square or width passes; restrict 

"",,·nnea AI's mobility. 
2.	 Play small-sided game with ewe players from 

eech team positioned outside each sideline. 
Before a scoring attempt can bemade, both 
sideline players must receive at least one pass. 

"Offensive Depth" Movement ofplayen> and Pairs; players begin at nttack'goal-line; At 
, "(neptiv,esuppo~!MPPor1; : ~eobj~back passes' back to A2 rune to a poaition behind A2 

behi.nd the baU;retreat.Lng) towatdS-,thek defending to receive the pass; restrict AI's mobility. 
"~.lirte -
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D defensive depth 

D • contraction' D 
expansion 

A 
advancement 

width 

Dl engagement 
Al 

A 
advancement 

width 

sian by stealing the balL In games such 
as rugby and ice hockey, the engager 
will often use direct contact (e.g., tack
ling the player with the game object) 
or may try to physically limit the 
player's forward motion. 

• Defensive depth: this term de
scribes the positioning that off-ball 
defenders should occnpy in order to 
support me engaging defender. In the 
event that the ball carrier moves past 
the engager, the supporting defender 
becomes the engager. 

• Contraction: describes the posi
tions that off-ball defenders take to 
block dangerous areas (those near the 
goal or goal-line), Defensive players 
who are fulfilling the principle ofcon
traction funnel or converge in zones 
between the ball and the goal line in 
order to protect the goaL They react 
according to movements of the game 
object rather than [Q the movements 
of attack players. This principle is the 
basis for the term "zone defense." 

• Expansion: off-ball defenders 
who move with, and in reaction to, the 
movements by off-ball attackers ex
hibit the defensive principle ofexpan
sion. Each off-ball defender remains 
closer La the goal (goal-side) and clos
er to the ball (ball-side) of their re
spective opponent. This concept is 
commonty referred [Q as "player-to
player" defense. 

Module 4: Action Options 
Successful play in invasive games re
quires participants to make appropri
ate decisions in dynamic, unpredict

able environments. While an under
standing of the action principles of 
attack and defense will provide teach
ern with basic tactical awareness, a 
deeper knowledge ofgame theory will 
help teachers to facilitate their stu
dents' understanding of the more 
complex decision-making aspects of 
invasive games. 

It is impossible to plan for each of 
the multitude of nnique events that 
might occur during invasive games 
(Grehaigne & Godbout, 1995). Nev
ertheless, it is both possible and nec
essary to outline the possible choices. 
or "action options," that players can 
use in order to react [Q game events. 
As mentioned previously and as table 
1 illustrates, during the course of any 
invasive game, players perform a maxi
mum of four possible roles. The role 
of a player determines the action op
tions that are available and the deci
sions that have to be made. For ex
ample, the on-ball defender must de
cide whether to try to regain po&Ses
ston of the game object, slow down 
the ball carrier, or force the ball car
rier to move in a specific direction. 

Table 1 summarizes the action op
tions for each of the four roles. In 
general, attackers must decide wheth
er to use forward, lateral. or rear 
space. Players on the defensive team 
have four possible options: (1) engage 
the ball carrier, (2) provide depth be
hind the engager. (3) occupy danger
ous locations near the goal area, and 
(4) react to the movements of indi
vidual attackers. 

Teaching Activities 
To assist instructors in designing prac
tical activities for teaching the content 
included in the framework, the follow
ing general guidelines may be helpful: 

• Because the focus rnust be on tac
tical awareness and decision-mak
ing, the technical aspect of play should 
be minimized. For example, equip
ment such as bean bags or small balls 
should be used 50 that lack of skill 
does not prohibit the acquisition of 
tactical concepts. 

• Minimize the use of traditional 
sports equipment such as basketballs, 
soecer or rugby balls, and hockey sticks 
in order to emphasize the generic na
ture of team-game play. 

• Incorporate generic lead-up and 
progressive games in place of tradi
tional game models. For all of the 
modules, the use of small-sided games 
will decrease the complexity of the 
learning environment and simplify the 
learning proce&S. However, it is irn
portanr to realise that one-on-one ac
tivities focus mainly on developing 
technical on-ball skills rather than tac
tical knowledge. 

Morris and Stiehl (1999) provide 
an excellent resource for additional 
guidance designing generic tactical 
activities. Examples of activities that 
are designed to address each of the 
modules in the framework are pre
sented below. 

Gami' Objectivi's. An ideal method 
for teaching the scoring a.'ipect of in
vasive games is to use modified target 
games and simple running games in 
which players have to hit a target or 
cross a line in order to score a point. 
To address the dual goal narure of 
invasive games, learning activities 
should be str-uctured so that players 
are required to simultaneously fulfill 
the attack. objective as well as the de
fense objective. See Belka (1994) and 
Doolittle and Girard (1991) for addi
tional examples. 

Action Principles of Attack. Table 2 
provides examples of specific activi
ties that address the action principles 
of attack. The following general ideas 
should also be considered. Since ful
fillment of attack principles is prima
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rily about motion. activities designed 
to teach these principles should in
corporate rnove ment in a variety of 
directions. The action principles can 
best be learned without opposition 
and in "closed" learning situations. 
That is, players can learn each prin
ciple in predictable environments 
without having to react [Q opponents 
or make decisions. The complexity can 
be increased and the predictability 
decreased b} requiring players to dem
onstrate all four principles of attack in 

various combinations as they move 
through the playing space. Since the 
skill element is critical to the success 
of the on-ball attacker (AI), it is advis
able to restrict the mohilitv of Al and, 
when usingopposirion, to prohibit any 
interaction between Al and Dl. Re
strictingAl mobility also provides time 
and space for off-ball attackers to make 
decisions and move accordingly. In 
addition, eliminating the use of aerial 
passes that travel over the head of 
defenders forces attack players to use 

the principles of depth and width. 
Action Principles of Defe-ue.. Since de

fenders react to the play of the attack 
team, exercises designed to teach de
fending principles (table 3) must in
volve opponents. However, when 
teachiug defensive concepts, the play 
of the attacker must be carefully con
trolled and modified 50 that defend
ers can practice each principle. For 
example, if teaching the principles of 
engagement and depth in a three-on
two model, the ball carrier must hold 

PositiO$g'orotI-ball 
defendeiStooccupy 
epaces ~d :proteet . 
acoring area: ..' c, 

Teaching Activities
 
Dl:=-on~b4U t:ieteTHkr
 
DX':'I£r:iJif.ba'll defenders
 

{;,4;}¥)~ps~:~{8A:ll(t'Yd BP8al;Alarid A2 begin 
.><,'.::#tli&'~lillg:andattempt to paBS DI~ Ifsuccess
::',~':;f'U'4:the~''-~etlmi'#~bY:P2,~ The defenders 
.< ~y,~.p~~.,~tl in;t~eir ~~; Alcannoi reeve.. 
.2, OnC¢J:ll'is beaten, Dt.movee to the empty square 

. ibptbVide depth. ' 
3. Three-en-two, one Al 

D2defender must engage,
 
the other must provide
 A2 
defeasive depth. Al
 
cannotmove,
 

1. Six iltt.ackers, three defenders; 30 yd x 10 yd space, 
attaekers peee bean bag and attempt to throw bag 
across line. Defenders 
move to protect the A A A A 
line. All attackers 
must receive at least 
one paslibefore each A 
scoring attempt and A J 
must remain behind cDD:;::=D__-t-__ 

the lines. 

ExpllD8ion 
(bulancs, spread, 
defensive width) 

Positioning of off-ball 
defenders in reaction to 
movements of attackers. 
Eaeh defender is goal
side and hall-side of 
an attacker 

1. Groups of six, three pairs; one pair (X) throws bean 
bag baek and forth, while moving around playing 
space. A's move to get in 

Xposition to receive bean bag, [A A~ t
D'smovewithA's. 

2. As above, add a goal, D's D 
stay with their checks. Only
 
A's can attempt to score ..
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the ball until the defenders have had 
time to readjust rheir posiriontcg. Simi
larly, if teaching player-to-player de
fense, attackers should move at a con
trolled speed so thar defenders have 
time to react. 

Action optiOTLS. The factors affect
ing the decisions that players have to 

make in games are directly related (0 

the actions of teammates and oppo
nents. Therefore. activities that are 
designed to teach decision-making 
should include more game-like situa
tions involving all four playing roles. 
For example, to teach the fundamen
tals ofdecision-making by the ball car
rier, use a three-on-one situation in a 
20 yard by 30 y-ard space. The attack
ers must ensure that all four action 
principles ofattack are fulfilled as they 
attempt to move a ball towards a goal. 
Restrict the mobility of the ball car
rier and permit the defender to mark 
only the off-ball attackers. In this con
trolled situation, the ball carrier should 
decide 10 pass to the attacker who is 
nOI marked by the defender. The at
tack aituauon can be made more com
plex by narrowing the playing space 
and by timing the progress of the at
tack from one end of the playing space 
to the other. Graduallymove to a three
on-two model and then three-on-three. 
Once players are able to make deci
sions in three-on-one and three-on
three situarions, introduce the [\\'0

on-one. This tactical situation is usu
ally more difficult for the attackers 

because only two players work together 
to fulfill all four attack principles. 

The following sources provide fur
ther excellent examples of activities, 
lead-ups, and progressive games de
signed to teach the tactical and deci
sion-making aspects of invasive team 
games: Werner (1989), Belka (1994), 
Grehaigne and Oodbour (1997), and 
Morris and Stiehl (1999). 

Discussion 
In 1913, Bloom noted that knowledge 
precedes undemanding, application, 
and analysis (Anderson & Krathwohl, 
2001). Games teachers cannot be ex
pected to identify and understand 
gaml" problems or their solutions with

out fundamental knowledge of the 
cognitive aspects of team-game play. 
Many North American college and 
university physical education programs 
are now teaching tactical approaches 
co team games. In order to fully ap
preciate this methodology, preservice 
teachers may first need to acquire ba
sic theoretical game knowledge. lffu
ture graduates of games classes are to 

become tactically aware and learn how 
to make appropriate tactical decisions, 
their teachers should know and un
derstand the fundamental, cognitive 
elements of team play. This content 
knowledge is critical whether games 
teachers use a model that introduces 
skills first and then tactics (Rink, 1998), 
tactics first and then skill, (Bunker 
and Thorpe, 1982), or tactical game 
models (Griffin, Mitchell, and Oslin. 
2000). In fact, if we continue to as

sume that games teachers have the 
knowledge and understanding rc
qutred to teach the tactical aspects of 
games and create appropriate cogni
tive learning tasks, then anypedagogi
cal approach may be compromised. 

It is readily acknowledged that the 
theoretical content presented in this 
article is fundamental and that there 
is much more to tactical knowledge 
than a knowledge of game objectives, 
general principles of play, and basic 
guidelines to facilitate decision-mak
ing. However, it is precisely this fun
damental knowledge that teachers 
must have if they are to identify game 
problems and guide their students 10 

tactical solutions. 

Conclusions 
The acquisition of generic cogmuve 
knowledge, as summarized in this ar
ticle, should enhance future reachers' 
general understanding of games. 
Teachers who approach games from a 
generic perspective may be less likely 
to exclusively teach the adult forms of 
traditional games to their students. 
They may also be more likely 10 pro
vide their students with a broad-baaed 
games education rather than an eclec
tic offering of the rules and skills of 
diverse games that bear little relation
ship to one another. 

Preservice physical education ma
jors who master fundamental game 
concepts such as those presented in 
this article should be capable of de
scribing team games in understand
able terms, designing developmentally 
appropriate learning tasks, and estab
lishing progressive games that gradu
ally incorporate all levels of the model. 
Most important, they should be able 
to effectively and confidently use the 
many concept-based resources now 
available in games education literature. 

Obvious limitations to the acquisi
tion offundamental game knowledge 
may be the perceived diversity in games 
and the ambiguities in games vocabu
lary that exist in both research and 
teaching resources. When school chil
dren face teachers using different 
words to describe similar concepts and 
actions, confusion is often the out
come. Perhaps it is time for profes
sional associations and governmem 
agencies to develop specific, standard
ized content to describe the tactical 
elements of ceam game play. This con
tent should be incorporated into 
preservice and inservice physical edu
cation curriculum learning outcomes 
and goal statements so that teachers 
have not only the mandate to learn 
and to teach the cognitive aspect of 
invasive game play, but also the knowl
edge and abilities to do so. 
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is a record of scholarly achievement 
that will warrant appointment as a ten
ured Full Professor. Official starting 
date for the position is July 1,2002. 
Formal review of candidates will begin 
immediately and the search process 
will continue until the position is filled. 
Women and minorities are encouraged 
to apply. Nominations or letters of ap
plication, accompanied by curriculum 
vitae and five references, should be 
sent to: David R. Austin, Chair. Search 
Committee for the Dean of the School 
of HPER, 133 HPER Building, Indiana 
University, 1025 E. 7th 51., Blooming
ton, IN 47405. Indiana University is 
an Affirmative Action, Equal Oppor
tunity employer, 
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Kick Stert an Exciting Future... 
Personal Best Karate is now offering 
a franchise model. Help yourself and 
others to achieve physical, mental, and 
spiritual goals. Join the $10.6 billion 
health and fitness industry and receive 
complete training, site selection and 
marketing support. Call (508) 285·5425 
or visit www.personalbestkarate.corn 

Only .1.30 per word. Do you have 
new or used HPERD equipment for 
sale? Do you offer services [0 profes
sionals in the HPERD fields? A clas
sified ad is your most economical 
means of reaching JOPERUs readers, 
the largest audience of HPERD pro
fessionals of any journal in the field. 
To place an ad, call (703)476-3468; 
lax (703)476-5489; or e-mail 
Ipirrello@aahperd.org. 
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Golf Director: Camp Wayne for Girls, 
private, resident children's camp in 
Northeast Pennsylvania (2 'I, hrs from 
NewYork)' June 19th-August 16, 2002. 
High SdlOOI, college coach or golf pro
fessional with experience to leach girls 
6-16 years old. Driving renge, putting 
green and sand bunker on camp pre
mises. CaJll-800-279-3019 or visit our 
website at: www.campwaynegirls.com 

Camp Wayne For Girl.: Private, 
resident children's camp l6-16 yrs) in 
Northeast Pennsylvania (2 ,/, hrs from 

NewYork Cityl. June 19th-August 16, 
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